Sylomer

Technical Specifications

Sylomer is a mixed cellular urethane foam product designed for
the isolation of noise and vibration. Available in a wide range of
densities for varying static loads (0.011N/mm2 to 1.2N/mm2) and
isolation capabilities (10Hz and below), Sylomer is used in a
number of industries to reduce structureborne and/or airborne
noise and improve the quality of usable space. A convenient color
coding system differentiates each grade of material. Soundown
has successfully been using Sylomer to reduce shipboard noise
levels since 1984.
The primary grades of Sylomer used in the isolation of yacht
interiors are SR55 (green) and SR28 (blue). Sylomer SR55 has a
static load range of up to 7.98 psi and is typically used at 15-20%
coverage to isolate subfloors installed over structural soles, tank
tops, or frames. Sylomer SR28 has a static load range of up to
4.06 psi and is typically used to isolate finish panels from structural
bulkheads or one face of a stud wall from the other. Sylomer is
easily installed without the need for specialty tools and the
convenient color coding system aids in preventing mishandling on
the job site.
Sylomer’s load bearing and vibration isolation
characteristics make it the preferred product for floating the
interiors of yachts. Floated interiors are acoustically decoupled
from the structure of the vessel, which greatly reduces
structureborne and airborne noise transmission. Decoupling the
interior from the vessel’s structure breaks the paths by which
noise from mechanical sources travels to the accommodation
areas.

Sylomer is available in rolls for installation with adhesive
or IsoStrips(with wood bonded 1 or 2 sides) for screw
fastening

Domestic noises from people speaking, AV systems, footfall, and
other noises created by owners/guests and crew living in relatively
close quarters travels via the same paths as mechanical noise
and can be just as bothersome. Floating interiors on Sylomer
greatly increases privacy by reducing the transmission of living
noises between occupied spaces. High privacy bulkheads are
often used in critical interfaces, such as cabin to cabin, cabin to
passage, guest/owner cabin to crew and for any space adjacent to
the galley or other working areas of a vessel.

Soundown representatives are available to help you understand
how floated interiors may best be integrated into your construction.
Typical installation details are available for a wide range of steel,
aluminum FRP and wood constructions.
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Typical installation of a floated sole on R-12 over a stiffened tank top.

Typical Physical Properties
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